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In Court News

Fracking Verdict of
$3 Million for Parrs
DALLAS — Bob and Lisa

Parr won a $3 million jury
award in the first-ever fracking verdict in Texas April 22.
The Parrs sued Aruba Petroleum in 2011 for fracking
which fouled the family’s 40acre ranch, their home and
quality of life, sickened them
and their pets and livestock.
The verdict included property loss of market value for
$275,000; $2 million for past
physical pain and suffering by
Bob and Lisa Parr and their
daughter; $250,000 for future physical pain and suffering; and $400,000 for past
mental anguish.

“I’m really proud of the
family that went through
what they went through and
said, ‘I’m not going to take it
anymore,' said the Parr’s attorney David Matthews. “It
takes guts to say, ‘I’m going to
stand here and protect my
family from an invasion of our
right to enjoy our property.’”
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$3 Million Verdict
in Topamax Case

PHILADELPHIA – On
March 7, after a four-week
trial interrupted by several
winter storms, a 12-person
jury awarded a 5-year-old
Wisconsin girl $3 million for
a severe bilateral cleft lip and
cleft palate caused by the drug
Topamax. The little girl has so
far undergone 14 procedures,
including four surgeries, to
correct her birth defects. (p. 2)

$1.2 Million Verdict
in J&J Mesh Case

DALLAS – On April 3, 12
jurors ordered J & J to pay a
Texas woman $1.2 million for
a defective plastic sling which
its Ethicon division makes
and markets for stress urinary
incontinence. Several law
firms, including Matthews &
Associates and Freese & Goss,
represented the woman, Ms.
Linda Batiste. (p. 2)

Firms to try Several
More Mesh Cases
USA – Matthews & Associ-

ates, along with Freese &
Goss, will try several more
Transvaginal Mesh cases in
the next six months. The next
joint trial is set for Dallas this
August – Salazar v. Boston
Scientific. The firms’ win in
the Batiste case was the first
plaintiff victory, nationwide,
over a TVM sling product
used for stress urinary incontinence. (p. 2)
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New Litigation

GM Recall Lawsuits

USA – General Motors was aware for more
than ten years that a faulty ignition switch could
kill the engine and cause power brake, steering
and airbag deployment failures. GM’s own engineers discovered the potentially deadly problem in 2001.
In Feb. 2014, GM issued a recall; but by that late date, the
flaw may have caused the deaths of some 450 people.
The New York Times reported in March 2014 that 303 people died after airbags failed in the 2005-2007 Chevrolet Cobalt
and 2003-2007 Saturn Ion. Bloomberg reported that 143 people died due to airbag failures in the Chevy Impala.

Testosterone Lawsuit filed in Philly

PHILADELPHIA – Matthews & Associates filed a Testim Gel Testosterone Lawsuit May 9 in the Court of Common Pleas.
The defendant is Auxilium Pharmaceuticals, Inc., the maker of
Testim, the gel product named in the complaint.
The plaintiff is 67-year-old New Jersey native Louis Angelli,
a married father of four, who suffered two pulmonary embolisms after taking Testim. At 64 in 2010, he began taking
Testim. He suffered his first pulmonary embolism a year later,
spent two weeks in hospital, and had a second pulmonary embolism in Jan. 2014. The FDA announced on Jan. 31, 2014 that
it was reassessing Low-T therapy safety.

Risperdal Lawsuits filed in Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA – Matthews & Associates
has filed several Risperdal cases in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas. The plaintiffs are
all males 15 to 53. The petitions say all developed gynecomastia as a result of Risperdal. In some cases, defendant Johnson & Johnson is also accused of promoting
Risperdal to young males whom the company knew were at
higher risk of gynecomastia if they took the drug.

Bard IVC Filter Cases

USA – In August 2010 the FDA warned that
IVC filters could fracture and migrate in the body.
FDA announced it had received 921 adverse event
reports since 2005 involving IVC filters, including
devices made by C.R. Bard. Problems included device migration, detachment of device parts, filter fracture and
perforation of the inferior vena cava. Matthews & Associates
is investigating Bard IVC Filter injury cases across the U.S.

New Litigation Queries:
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Topamax Verdict

(from p. 1)

The maker of the drug,
Janssen, a Johnson & Johnson company, argued that
Topamax doesn’t cause
birth defects, but that if it caused this one,
the company had warned the infant's
mother, Kelly Anderson, that the drug
may cause birth defects.
The Anderson family's attorney, David
Matthews, said, "J & J claimed they
warned about something which they also
said is not a problem. We didn't buy any
of that and neither did the jury."

More Mesh Trials

(from p. 1)

“We’ve done the discovery and the research, taken
the depositions, retained the
experts, and we know how
to win both pelvic organ
prolapse and urinary incontinence sling
cases,” said Matthews & Associates attorney Julie Rhoades.
The firms are also scheduled to try
several other Bard TVM trials this fall, and
several more TVM cases against Johnson
& Johnson in the next six months.

News and Views

Zoloft Case set for Trial in Alabama

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — Matthews & Associates will try a Zoloft case beginning
August 15, 2014. Judge French is presiding. The court’s web site reports she is a former trial attorney who “managed cases ranging from medical malpractice actions
to mass tort litigation including diet drug litigation, hormone therapy cases, Vioxx,
Celebrex and Bextra.” She has handled drug litigation for plaintiffs and defendants.

$1.2 Million Transvaginal Mesh Verdict

(from page 1)

The case turned on internal documents from Johnson & Johnson's Ethicon division which showed the company failed to use a better product that it had developed – laser cut mesh – because it did not want to lose seven years of safety data on
its machine cut mesh (you can’t make this stuff up), data which helped it to continue
marketing its heavyweight, small-pored TVT
and TVT-O polypropylene (plastic) mesh. The
polypropylene in the TVT and TVT-O meshes
(identical but for different insertion methods)
is the same mesh the company had used in hernia surgery in the mid 1970's. Trial evidence
showed Ethicon found problems with the
heavyweight mesh even way back then, yet Linda Batiste
continued to use and promote it.
Ms. Batiste's attorneys – who included Rich Freese of Freese & Goss – showed
the jury that many of Ethicon's own engineers, doctors and safety experts knew the
laser cut plastic mesh was superior to the mechanical cut version.
Evidence from internal emails and Ethicon's own studies showed that executives
knew the mechanical cut mesh left rough edges that could cause chronic pain. The
machine cut mesh could also rope and fray and pill and tighten to the point of not
working as well as the laser cut mesh, which leaves a clean square edge.

Generic Drug Injustice continues. . .

The FDA has the power to fix the ongoing injustice of those hurt by generic
drugs left in the cold by five corporatefriendly judges who sit on the Supreme
Court, yet the agency sits on its hands and
does nothing.
We receive emails and phone calls daily
from men who took a generic version of
testosterone therapy – usually from Watson or Paddock – and who suffered heart
attacks or strokes. Many as young as their
mid 40s have no history of health problems. Their heart attacks or strokes look
to
us and to them to have been caused by
David P. Matthews
Low T therapy. These men want us to file
a case for them against the company that made the drug.
Sadly, we tell these men who were given a generic Low T
product, simply because their doctor opted to give them a
generic instead of a brand version of Low T injections, or their
pharmacist was forced by insurance or some other reasons to
fill their Low T prescription with a generic version – that we
will probably not be able to make a case for them. The reason
is two horrific, citizen’s-rights-killing decisions of five men who
sit on the Supreme Court. Justices Scalia, Roberts, Thomas,
————————————————––————–
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by David Matthews

Alito and Kennedy can almost always be counted upon by
corporations to vote in their favor at the expense of citizens.
They have been true to form with their two heartless, stupefying generic drug decisions.
The five activist judges seem driven by one overriding
agenda: “Corporations first, citizen’s rights second.” In
Pliva v. Mensing (2010), and Mutual Pharmaceutical v.
Bartlett (2013), the five voted to give transnational generic
drug makers a get-out-of-jail-free card whenever their
drugs injure or kill Americans. No generic drug maker is
held liable for injuries, while brand name drug makers
must answer to the same tort laws that have protected
Americans for more than 100 years. Four Justices can usually can be counted on to defend citizen’s rights against the
ever-growing power of corporations: Ginsburg, Sotomayor,
Breyer and Kagan.
Generic drug makers’ profits have soared in the postMensing years; 85 percent of Americans now fill their prescriptions with generics. One generic drug maker, Watson,
has profited so much post-Mensing that it was able to buy
a brand name drug maker – Actavis – and then use that
name for the new, bigger company.
The Supreme Court has stood logic and decency on their
heads, and potentially victimized all who take generics.

David Matthews has the top rating in Martindale-Hubbell. He has been voted one of the top 100 Trial Lawyers in the country and a
“Super Lawyer” by his peers every year since 2003. Board certified in personal injury trial law, he has more than 125 jury verdicts.

Big Pharma Watch

JAMA attacked by Testosterone Money Players

WASHINGTON, D.C. – Like mountain goats locking horns to determine supremacy, testosterone battles are raging
between researchers not beholden to Big
Pharma and researchers who are.
The Wall Street Journal reported last
month that researchers paid by companies promoting testosterone therapy have
come out in full-throated attack against a
study published in Nov. 2013 in the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA). The study found that testosterone therapy to boost testosterone increased the risk of heart attack, stroke
and other cardiac events in men with
heart disease history.
The study published in JAMA referenced the VA records of some 8,700 men
diagnosed with low testosterone from
2005 to 2011. It was one study which the
FDA said prompted it in Jan. 2014 to announce it was reassessing safety concerns
of possible cardiovascular risks associated with testosterone therapies.
That JAMA study has now been heatedly challenged in letters written to the
medical journal. JAMA has published
those letters, which criticized the study's
design and its authors' conclusions, but
the group who wrote them isn't stopping
there. Some of them have formed what
they call the Androgen Study Group,
nomenclature derived from the hormones
which affect the male reproductive system. The group says it has enlisted the
support of dozens of researchers in seeking a retraction of the study from JAMA.
The group says that a recent correction
JAMA published and an explanation for
it shows JAMA needs to “rethink” the
piece. The group has focused on the
specifics of how the study excluded some
patients and used that exclusion to question the study's results.

Blame “The Media”

Abraham Morgentaler, who holds financial stake in at least one drug company producing testosterone drugs, said
– in a press release – that looking at the
"big picture, what matters is they can’t get
the numbers right. (So) there’s nothing
that’s believable in this paper."
An associate clinical professor of urology at Harvard Medical School, Mr. Mor-

gentaler heads the Androgen Study
Group. In a page that could have been
taken from Fox News playbook, he added
that the study represents "unwarranted,
unscientific attacks on testosterone therapy in the medical press and public.”

Blame “The Lawyers”

Mr. Morgentaler continued, “They
looked at one part of the data and what
they reported is so different. It’s gross
data mismanagement. When the data are
so off, it’s impossible to believe anything
that was originally published in the paper.
And now we have ads from lawyers on television looking for men who had heart attacks or strokes while on testosterone.
The article that set the stage for this concern and prompted the FDA to issue a
safety alert [that is] based on data that is
no longer reliable.”

Mr. Morgentaler has received payments from AbbVie, the maker of AndroGel, the most popular testosterone
treatment. The Wall Street Journal also
reported that several other academics and
physicians who have signed his letter also
have relationships with drug makers, including those selling testosterone therapies. Mr. Morgentaler openly admits and
categorically dismisses notions that their
scientific opinions could be influenced by
their pocketbooks.
“A great number of the people who do
research in testosterone do have some financial relationships or have received
grants with some of those companies,”
said Mr. Morgentaler (straight-faced).

JAMA stands by its Story

Co-author of the JAMA piece, Dr.
Michael Ho, a cardiologist at the VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System, responded to Mr. Morgentaler's group. Dr.
Ho said he and his colleagues “stand
firmly” by the study results. Dr. Ho said
his and his co-authors' conclusions drawn
from the study “remain unchanged even
if we include the patients that were questioned with regard to exclusion criteria.”

———————————————————————————————
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Dangerous Drugs
Celexa and Birth Defects

Celexa has been linked with birth defects
that include pulmonary hypertension in
newborn babies, anxiety, aggressive or violent behavior, impulsive or suicidal behavior and irritability, among others. Celexa is
a member of the SSRI (selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor) group, along with Paxil,
Prozac, Zoloft and others. These drugs are
also known as antidepressants.

Depakote and Birth Defects

Depakote can increase risk for birth defects
in children born to women who use the
medication during pregnancy. The FDA has
insisted on a boxed warning for Depakote
packaging that suggests women who are
pregnant or thinking of having a child
should find an alternative treatment.

Lexapro

A selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI), Lexapro is an antidepressant that
regulates serotonin, a chemical messenger.
Lexapro is used for depression and general
anxiety disorders. Common side effects include sleeplessness (insomnia), ejaculation
disorder, nausea, sweating, drowsiness, low
sex drive, dry mouth, nausea.

Yaz/Yasmin/Ocella

These medications could be putting millions
of women at risk of “side effects,” including
stroke, heart attack, blood clots, deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolism and gallbladder disease. The drugs’ ingredient
drospirenone may carry a risk of blood clots
nearly twice as high that of other birth control medications.

Zoloft and Birth Defects

Taken during pregnancy, SSRI antidepressants including the popular drugs Zoloft,
Lustral or Serlain (Generic: sertraline) have
been linked to a variety of severe birth defects including Persistent Pulmonary Hypertension (PPHN), heart, lung, abdominal
and cranial/facial defects.

Call 888.520.5202
For a Free Legal Consultation

The Firm wins Three Jury Trials in Six Weeks

USA — Matthews & Associates Law Firm has been part of trial teams responsi-

ble for gaining three jury trial victories for plaintiffs so far this year. The verdicts
averaged more than $2 million each in a six-week span this Spring. In March, the
firm won a $3 million verdict in Philadelphia for a child injured by Johnson & Johnson’s drug Topamax. On April 3, a 12-person jury in Dallas awarded a woman $1.2
million in another J & J case, this one against the company’s plastic transvaginal
mesh sling used to treat stress urinary incontinence. Then on April 22, the firm won
a $2.95 million jury award in Dallas for a Texas family whose health and property
were damaged by fracking giant Aruba Petroleum. (See the stories on page one.)
All three verdicts will likely be challenged or appealed by defense firms billing
their corporate employers by the hour, and Matthews & Associates will tackle those
next challenges as they occur.
“Corporations have, for several years, worked hard to control the judiciary at the
Appellate and Supreme Court levels and undermine the jury system,” said attorney
David Matthews. “So maybe a jury verdict doesn’t mean what it used to in Texas
and some other places. Nevertheless, we feel good about our recent successes before
multiple juries. They have shown again and again that the jury system works. Despite massively financed corporate efforts to undermine the jury system with duplicitous scams like tort deform*, the jury system works.”

*So-called “Tort Reform” has been a sustained attack by corporations on the rights of citizens to redress
their civil grievances in court. The scam works by disguising its real ends. Corporate shills throughout
the country masquerade for corporations – using newspapers, television, internet, etc. – blaming many
of society’s ills, as well as rising insurance rates, on “frivolous lawsuits.” No doubt some lawsuits are
frivolous, but corporations file a lot more frivolous (as well as bullying) lawsuits than real people do (eh,
Monsanto?); and the end result of “tort reform” has been to substantially curtail citizens’ access to the
courts. Corporations’ deep pockets assure their own access, while they continue spending to limit citizens’.
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Matthews Legal News gives clients and
other friends across the U.S. up-to-date information about our firm’s litigation. It also offers some late-breaking national news.

Matthews & Associates is a law firm of trial
lawyers, consultants, investigators and medical personnel. We help people harmed by negligence, greed or incompetence. With more
than 100 years of combined legal experience,
our lawyers have practiced law in nearly all 50
states and Puerto Rico. We have the financial
resources to handle any personal injury case.
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